
Locating Topics in Text ProcessingEleni MiltsakakiUniveristy of PennsylvaniaAbstractIn this paper we are concerned with the loca-tion of topics in text processing and the determi-nation of the update unit in looking up topic con-tinuations and topic shifts. Using key elements ofthe Centering Model of local discourse coherenceand empirical evidence from Modern Greek andJapanese we argue that the appropriate updateunit for topic tracking is the sentence in its tradi-tional sense and not the �nite clause, thus provid-ing an account for the status of the subordinateclause in the calculation of topic transitions. Webring forth an argument from English, ModernGreek (MG) and Japanese for keeping topic andinformation structure distinct. We briey discussthe signi�cance of the current work to automatedessay scoring and coreference-based summariza-tion systems.1 IntroductionThis paper is concerned with the issue of iden-tifying the location of topics in text processing.Adopting the framework of the Centering Model,we discuss the importance of de�ning the appro-priate update unit in tracking topics and topicshifts in discourse. Based on empirical �ndingsfrom Modern Greek and Japanese we argue thatthe prominent location of topics is the main clause(the highest ranked entity in the main clause, seesection 2). We de�ne the update unit as thesentence in the standard grammatical sense, con-tra Kameyama (1998) who treats tensed adjunctclauses as independent update units. We brieydiscuss the role of the location of subordinateclauses relative to main clauses in English, Mod-ern Greek and Japanese and suggest that topicstructure and information structure are two dis-tinct aspects of text processing. We argue that itis precisely blurring this distinction that has mis-led topic identi�cation e�orts. Finally, we bringfurther evidence from a study on automated es-say scoring (Miltsakaki and Kukich (2000a) ando�er some pointers to the potential bene�ts forcoreference based summarization systems.The paper is structured as follows. Section 2provides an overview of the Centering framework.

In section 3, we discuss previous work related tothe determination of the update unit. In sec-tion 4, we motivate and present our de�nition ofthe update unit for the purposes of identifyingtopic structure. We discuss examples from En-glish, Modern Greek and Japanese. In section 5,we discuss the results of a Centering study in MG.In the light of these results we reevaluate the ar-guments presented in section 3 in favour of earlierformulations. In section 6 we discuss further ev-idence from an automated essay scoring systemand the potential signi�cance of the current workto summarization systems. We conclude in sec-tion 7.2 The Centering ModelCentering was originally proposed as a model ofthe complexity of inferencing involved in discoursewhen speakers process the meaning of an utter-ance and integrate it into the meaning of the pre-vious discourse (Joshi and Kuhn (1979), Joshi andWeinstein (1981)). From a di�erent perspective,Grosz and Sidner (Sidner (1979), Grosz (1977),Grosz and Sidner (1986)) identi�ed the 'atten-tional state' as a basic component of discoursestructure and proposed that it consisted of twolevels of focusing: global and local. For Groszand Sidner, Centering Theory provided a modelfor monitoring local focus. A synthesis of thesetwo approaches yielded a Centering model whichwas designed to account for the di�erence in theperceived coherence of discourses such as in (1)and (2) below (examples from Hudson-D'Zmura(1988)).(1) a. John went to his favorite music storeto buy a piano.b. He had frequented the store for manyyears.c. He was excited that he could �nallybuy a piano.d. He arrived just as the store was closingfor the day.(2) a. Josh went to his favorite music storeto buy a piano.



b. It was a store John had frequented formany years.c. He was excited that he could �nallybuy a piano.d. It was closing just as John arrived.Discourse (1) is intuitively more coherent thandiscourse (2). Discourse (1) centers a single in-dividual whereas discourse (2) seems to ip backand forth among several di�erent entities. Theperceived di�erence is seen to arise from the vary-ing degree of continuity in the topic structure ofthe discourse.We now turn to the basic components of theCentering Model.2.1 Segments and entitiesDiscourse consists of a sequence of textual seg-ments and each segment consists of a sequenceof utterances. In Centering Theory, utterancesare designated by U i � Un . Each utterance U ievokes a set of discourse entities, the FORWARD-LOOKING CENTERS, designated by Cf(U i).The members of the Cf set are ranked accord-ing to discourse salience (the ranking is givenin Section 2.3). The highest-ranked memberof the Cf set is the PREFERRED CENTER,Cp. A BACKWARD-LOOKING CENTER, Cb,is also identi�ed for utterance U i . The high-est ranked entity in Cf(U i�1 ) realized in U i iscalled the BACKWARD-LOOKING CENTER,Cb. The BACKWARD-LOOKING CENTER isa special member of the Cf set because it repre-sents the discourse entity that U i is about. TheBACKWARD-LOOKING CENTER can be seenas the Centering version of what in the literatureis often called the 'topic' (Reinhart (1981), Horn(1986)).The Cp for a given utterance may be identi-cal with its Cb, but not necessarily so. In fact,the computation of local coherence in discourseis dependent on the distinction between lookingback in the discourse with the Cb and projectingpreferences for interepretations in the subsequentdiscourse with the Cp.2.2 Centering transitionsFour types of transitions, reecting four degrees oftopic continuity, are de�ned in Centering. Theyare computed as shown in Table 1 and orderedaccording to the ordering rule in (3).(3) Transition ordering rule:Continue is preferred to Retain, which is preferredto Smooth-Shift, which is preferred to Rough-Shift.

Cb(Ui) Cb(Ui)= Cb(Ui-1) 6= Cb(Ui-1)Cb(Ui)= Cp(Ui) Continue Smooth-ShiftCb(Ui)6= Cp(Ui) Retain Rough-ShiftTable 1: Table of transitions2.3 Cf rankingAs mentioned earlier, the PREFERRED CEN-TER of an utterance is de�ned as the highestranked member of the Cf set. The ranking of theCf members is determined by the salience statusof the entities in the utterance and may vary cross-linguistically. It has been proposed ( Kameyama(1985), Brennan et al. (1987))that the Cf rankingfor English is determined by grammatical functionas follows:(4) Ranking of forward-looking centers:SUB>IND/OBJ>OBJ>OTHERSLater cross-linguistic studies based on em-pirical work (Di Eugenio (1998), Turan (1995),also Kameyama (1985)) determined the followingmore re�ned ranking, with QIS standing forquanti�ed inde�nite subjects (e.g. 'many people','every boy') and PRO-ARB for arbitrary pluralpronominals (e.g. 'We should respect humanrights').SUB>IND/OBJ>OBJ>OTHERS>QIS,PRO-ARBAs regards the ranking of entities within com-plex NPs (e.g. his mother, software industry), theworking hypothesis is that they are ranked fromleft to right (e.g. Walker and Prince (1995)).2.4 Utterance: the update unitIn the earlier formulation of Centering the lengthof the utterance (henceforth the update unit) wasnot de�ned explicitly. While it was clear that aunit was needed for updating the Cf list and theCb assignment, the precise size of this unit wasleft undetermined.Before Kameyama (1993), the update unit wasinformally understood to be the tensed clause.Kameyama (1993) also de�ned it as, roughly, thetensed clause with the exception of relative clausesand clausal complements which she argued werepart of the update unit containing the matrixclause. We will discuss this issue extensively inthe next section.



3 Related workThe Centering model has been used and modi-�ed by many researchers working on the inter-pretation of pronominals (anaphora resolution).Anaphoric elements occur in all types of clauses.Naturally, utterance level issues soon became cen-tral in the development of algorithms for anaphoraresolution. It was crucial that the size of unitswere constrained to enable handling intrasenten-tial anaphora. As a result, de�ning the appropri-ate unit was often dictated by needs speci�c toanaphora resolution algorithms.However, if we maintain Centering as a model oflocal discourse coherence it would be desirable toensure that the proposed modi�cations yield tran-sitions that reect our intuitions about perceiveddiscourse coherence as well as the degree of theprocessing load required by the hearer/reader atany given time in discourse processing. Modify-ing Centering de�nitions in the interest of a suc-cessful anaphora resolution algorithm is a valide�ort in its own right but one that is orthogonalto modifying Centering de�nitions to reect dis-course coherence. Successful anaphora resolutionalgorithms do not need to account for the process-ing load involved in text processing. Languageusers have at their disposal a wealth of resourcesin resolving anaphora successfully but the process-ing cost may vary in each case. Simply put, someanaphoric elements are easier to resolve than oth-ers and anaphora resolution algorithms strive tohandle all such cases equally well.We now turn to Kameyama (1993) (alsoKameyama (1998)) who was concerned with theproblem of intrasentential Centering and, in par-ticular, the de�nition of the appropriate up-date unit when processing complex sentences.Roughly, her suggestion was to break up com-plex sentence according to the following hypothe-ses: conjoined and adjoined tensed clauses formindependent units whereas tenseless subordinateclauses, report complements and relatives clausesbelong to the update unit containing the matrix(superordinate) clause.Let us now turn our attention to the tensedadjunct hypothesis which is our major concernhere. Kameyama brings support of her hypoth-esis from backward anaphora. She argues that,with respect to backward anaphora, the tensedadjunct hypothesis predicts that the pronoun inthe fronted adjunct clause is anaphorically depen-dent to an entity already introduced in the imme-diate discourse and not to the the subject of themain clause it is attached to:(3) NULL:1 Kern began reading a lot about1We present here Kameyama's own example retaining

the history and philosophy of Communism(4) ESTABLISH (Cb=Jim Kern): but never 0felt there was anything he as an individualcould do about it.(5) CHAIN (Cb=Jim Kern) When he at-tended the Christina Anti CommunistCrusade school here about six months ago(6) NULL: Jim became convinced that an in-dividual can do something constructive inthe ideological battle(7) ESTABLISH (Cb=Jim Kern): and 0 setout to do it.The above argument is weak in two respects.First it is not empirically tested that in casesof backward anaphora the antecedent is found inthe immediate discourse. As counter-evidence wepresent a naturally occurring example, (8), takenfrom an e-mail correspondence from the organizerof a reading-group at University of Pennsylvania.Clearly, the antecedent of he in (8) cannot be iden-ti�ed in the immediate previous discourse. Thereferent of the pronominal he is identi�ed in thesubject of the subsequent main clause.(8) There has been a slight change of plansince I just today realized how late in themonth it is. Because he will be leaving ussoon, Yuji has kindly agreed to talk to ustomorrow about some aspects of what hewill present this weekend at the PLC. Ifthere is time ...Such examples are not a problem in our ac-count. Backward anaphora can easily be resolvedto the subject of the main clause, in fact the Cpin both (5)-(6) and (8).Secondly, this account leaves the use of a full NPin Kameyama's main clause (6) unexplained. FullNPs occurring in Continue transitions have beenobserved to signify a segment boundary. Assum-ing that segment boundaries do not occur betweena main clause and a subordinate clause associatedwith it, the use of a full NP in (6) remains puz-zling.Empirical evidence in support of Kameyama'shypothesis that tensed adjunct clauses should betreated as independent processing units comesfrom Di Eugenio (1990) and Di Eugenio (1998).Di Eugenio carried out Centering studies in Ital-ian. Before discussing her evidence some back-ground on her studies are in order.In Italian (as in MG) there are two pronominalsystems: weak pronouns that must cliticize to theverb and strong pronouns that are syntacticallythe terminology of the system she proposes.



similar to full NPs. Null subjects are allowed andbelong to the system of weak pronouns.Di Eugenio (1990) proposed that the alterna-tion of null and overt pronominal subjects couldbe explained in terms of centering transitions.Typically, a null subject signals a CONTINUE,and a strong pronoun a RETAIN or a SHIFT. 2Di Eugenio (1998) tested her earlier conclusionson naturally occurring Italian data. FollowingKameyama (1993) she treated tensed adjuncts asindependent update units. Her motivation for do-ing so came from the following example where theuse of a strong pronoun in the main clause can-not be explained if the preceding adjunct is nottreated as an independent update unit. The trans-lation (taken from Di Eugenio (1998)) is literalbut not word for word. For the utterance preced-ing (4) the Cb(Ui-1)=vicina-j (neighbor-fem) andCf(Ui-1)=vicina-j.(9) Prima che i pigroni-i siano seduti a tavolaa far colazione,'Before the lazy ones-i sit down to havebreakfast,'(10) lei-j e via col suo-j calessino alle altrecascine della tenuta.'she-j has left with her-j buggy for theother farmhouses on the property.'We will further discuss this example and o�eran alternative explanation in section 5 i the lightof the conclusions drawn from the MG Centeringstudy.Suri et al. (1999) address the problem ofdeveloping and assessing algorithms for trackinglocal focus and proposing referents for anaphoraresolution. In particular, they are concerned withthe appropriate treatment of complex sentencesand report results with regard to sentences ofthe form \SX because SY" where SX and SYare simple sentences. They propose what theycall the SSD (Semantically Slanted Discourse)Methodology to test how an anaphora resolutionalgorithm should be extended to capture the fo-cusing structure pertaining to complex sentences.They apply their SSD Methodology to extendtheir RAFT/RAPR algorithm. The algorithmprefers to resolve a subject pronoun in a simplesentence so that it corefers with the SubjectFocus of the previous sentence. To address thequestion of how to process \SX because SY"2Di Eugenio collapsed the distinction between Smoothand Rough Shifts. However, the reader is referred to Milt-sakaki and Kukich (2000b) for a discussion of the specialrole of Rough-Shifts with respect to data where text coher-ence is under evaluation and therefore cannot be assumed.Miltsakaki and Kukich discuss data from writing tests eval-uating students' essay writing skills.

sentences they constructed discourses of the form:(S1) simple sentence(S2) SX because SY(S3) simple sentenceBased on their quantitative results they proposethe 'Prefer SX Hypothesis' as an extensionto their anaphora resolution algorithm. Thisis because their results show that a subjectpronominal in (S3) is resolved to the subject ofSX independently of the form and referent of thesubject in SY. When semantic/pragmatic reasonsdictate that such resolution is not plausiblethe discourse was judged infelicitous by theirsubjects. The relevant discourses and judgementsare given below:Discourse 1(S1) Dodge was robbed by an ex-convict theother night.(S2) The ex-convict tied him up because hewasn't cooperating.(S3) Then he took all the money and ran.Discourse 2(S1) Dodge was robbed by an ex-convict theother night.(S2) The ex-convict tied him up because hewasn't cooperating.(S3) #Then he started screaming for help.Notice that their results are exactly compatiblewith our hypothesis about the appropriate up-date unit without having to stipulate a special'extension.' In our approach, \SX because SY"forms a single update unit with the subject of SXoccupying the favourite focus(topic) position. Insection 5 we argue that, roughly, topic shifts mustbe established in the main clauses. It is thereforenot surprising that a pronominal subject in (S3)will resolve to the referent of the subject in SX. Ifthe writer wanted to shift focus (or retain an oldone) to an entity introduced in SY s/he shouldopt for a full NP (or special stress in spokendiscourse).Discourse 3(S1) Dodge was robbed by an ex-convict theother night.(S2) The ex-convict tied him up because hewasn't cooperating.(S3) Then Dodge started screaming for help.



4 Rede�ning the update unitIn this section we propose that in identifying thetopic structure of texts the relevant unit in whichtopics are located is the sentence, i.e. the unitcontaining the matrix clause and all the depen-dent (i.e. subordinate) clauses associated withit. The Cf list contains all the entities evokedin the sentence, the most salient of which is thesubject of the main clause. It follows that the enti-ties evoked in the subordinate structures are lesssalient, assuming a more salient role only whenthey are promoted to the higher positions of theCf list of the following unit in accordance with thede�nition of the Cb.At a preliminary stage of the Centering study inMG (section 5) we adopted Kameyama's hypothe-ses. The update unit was soon identi�ed erro-neous as it yielded a highly and counter-intuitivelyincoherent MG discourse. This was noted espe-cially with regard to time adjuncts. Consider thediscourse spanning over (10) and (13) (taken fromthe MG data).(11) Kiand epezaI-was-playing mewith tisthe buklescurls mumy'And I was playing with my hair.'Cb=I, Cp=I, Tr=Continue(12) Enowhile ekinithey pethenanwere-dying apofrom tothe kriocold'While they were dying from the cold,'Cb=none, Cp=THEY, Tr=Rough-Shift(13) EgoI voltarizawas-strolling stinon-the paraliabeach'I was strolling on the beach.'Cb=NONE, Cp=I, Tr=Rough-Shift(14) Kiand ithe eforiaeuphoria puthat esthanomunI-wasdenfeeling ihenot tohave terithe tispartner its'And the euphoria that I was feeling wasunequalled.'Cb=I, Cp=EUPHORIA, Tr=Rough-ShiftIf we treat the adjunct clause in (12) as an inde-pendent unit, the resulting transitions (3 Rough-Shifts) yield a highly incoherent discourse, con-tra the actual perceived coherence. The picturechanges dramatically if we treat (12) and (13) asone unit. The resulting transitions are Continue-Continue-Retain.It turns out that the tensed adjunct hypothe-sis is not problematic to the Modern Greek textalone. Consider the constructed example fromEnglish shown in Table 2.

John had a terrible headache.When the meeting was over,he rushed to the pharmacy storeJohn had a terrible headacheCb ?Cf John>headacheTr noneWhen the meeting was overCb noneCf meetingTr Rough-ShiftHe rushed to the pharmacy storeCb noneCf John>storeTr Rough-ShiftTable 2: Sequence: main-subordinate-mainAllowing the subordinate clause to function asan update unit yields a highly incoherent dis-course in English (two Rough-Shifts), reectinga high degree of discontinuity counter to the per-ceived coherence of the discourse in Table 2. If in-deed there are two Rough-Shift transitions in thisdiscourse the use of the pronominal in the thirdunit is puzzling. In addition, reversing the orderof the clauses, as shown in Table 3, results in ahighly coherent discourse, in sharp contrast withthe discourse of Table 2. Assuming that the twodiscourses demonstrate a similar degree of conti-nuity in the topic structure (they are both about'John', we would expect the transitions to reectthis similarity when, in fact, they do not.John had a terrible headache.He rushed to the pharmacy storeas soon as the meeting was over.John had a terrible headacheCb ?Cf John>headacheTr noneHe rushed to the pharmacy storeCb noneCf JohnTr Continueas soon as the meeting was overCb JohnCf noneTr RetainTable 3: Sequence:main-main-subordinateWe conclude that the introduction of a new dis-course entity, 'meeting' in this case, in the time-clause does not interfere with the topic structureof the discourse nor does it project a preferencefor a shift of topic, as the Cp normally does when



it instantiates an entity di�erent from the currentCb.Further evidence in support of our de�nitionof the update unit and our hypothesis aboutthe location of topics comes from Japanese.3 InJapanese, topics and subjects are lexically marked(wa and ga respectively) and null subjects are al-lowed. Note that subordinate clauses must pre-cede the main clause. Consider the Japanese dis-course (16)-(18). Crucially, the referent of the nullsubject in the second main clause resolves to thetopic marked subject of the �rst main clause, ig-noring the subject-marked subject of the interme-diate subordinate clause.(15) TarooTaroo waTOP tyottoa-little okotteiruupset youdesulook'Taroo looks a little upset.'(16) JirooJiroo gaSUB rippanagreat osirocastle oOBJtukutteiruis-making nodebecause'Since Jiroo is making a great castle,'(17) ZEROZERO urayamasiinojealous desuis'(He-Taroo) is jealous.'It is also worth mentioning that cataphoricstructures (backward anaphora) are far more com-mon in subordinate rather than paratactic struc-tures shown in (19), with the exception of certainmodal contexts, shown in (20) 4(18) As soon as he arrived, John jumped intothe shower.(19) #He arrived and John jumped into theshower.(20) He-i couldn't have imagined it at the timebut John Smith-i turned out to be electedPresident in less than 3 years.Assuming that the position of the subordinateclause does not a�ect the topic structure, wewould like to ask ourselves what determines, ifanything, the linear position of the relative clause.In what follows, we give a brief outline of a tenta-tive explanation.Let us �rst focus on the role of dependent (i.e.,subordinate) clauses. Traditional grammar books3Thanks to Kimiko Nakanishi for providing me with thedata. In a Centering study she conducted in Japanese shealso concluded that treating subordinate clauses as inde-pendent units would yield a highly incoherent Japanesediscourse.4Thanks to Ellen Prince for pointing out this example.

classify clauses into two main categories, namelydependent and independent clauses. Independentclauses are matrix clauses. Dependent clausescome in three avors: adverbial, nominal and rel-ative. Nominal clauses hold complement positionswith respect to the verb of the matrix clausesand adverbial clauses are tensed adjunct clauses,in Kameyama's terminology. Informally, depen-dent clauses are understood as tools used by thespeaker/writer to add or specify information inrelation to the proposition expressed in the mainclause and are therefore anaphorically dependenton the main clause. If this is true, then it is notsurprising that they do not interfere with the topicstructure of the discourse.Still, we haven't answered the question abouttheir linear order with respect to the main clause.Let us, briey, turn our attention to the surfaceword order within a single clause. It is commonlyassumed that for each language there is an under-lying canonical order of the basic constituents. Inan SVO language like MG, the canonical order ofthe verb and its arguments is subject-verb-object.This, of course, is not always the attested surfaceorder. In syntactic theories, it is commonly as-sumed that surface word order is derived by var-ious movement operations. Some movement op-erations are dictated by the syntax of each lan-guage and are necessary to yield grammatical sen-tences. It is also common, however, especially infree word order languages, that movement is syn-tactically optional and the surface word order isused to satisfy information packaging needs (forexample to arrange the information into old-new,ground-focus etc). Note that when this happens,it is only the surface word order that is alteredand not the basic relation of the arguments to thepredicate. To give an example from English, in(15) the internal argument of the verb (the ob-ject) has been fronted but its original relation tothe verb has remained the same.(21) Chocolate Mary hates.Moving to the sentential level, we entertain thehypothesis that the same principle dictates theposition of the clauses relative to each other. Eachdependent clause stands in a speci�c relation tothe main clause and this relation is not alteredby the order in which the clause appears on thesurface.Conceptually, this approach is similar to thethe discourse LTAG treatment of subordinate con-junctions. In discourse LTAGs subordinate con-junctions are treated as predicates, anchoring ini-tial trees containing the main and the subordi-nate clause as arguments. Each subordinate con-junction may anchor a family of trees to reect



variations of the surface order of the substitutedargument clauses but the predicate argument rela-tion remains the same. (Webber and Joshi (1998),Webber et al. (1999a), Webber et al. (1999b)).How does the above discussion relate to thede�nition of the Centering update unit? Recallthat the Centering model keeps track of the topicstructure. In other words it keeps track of dis-course salience. If we dissociate salience from in-formation structure the relevant unit for calcu-lating salience is at the sentence level, horizon-tally (see Figure 1). The relative order of inde-pendent/dependent clauses is determined by in-formation structuring, a process orthogonal to thecomputing of salience. Subordinate links are notrelevant to the salience mechanism. Salience iscalculated paratactically.
Figure 1:A corollary of such a model is that you can in-troduce referents in the vertical level without af-fecting the status of the salient entity on the hori-zontal level. It follows that changes of topic mustbe established at the horizontal level.Such a conception of the salience structure sug-gests that text processing is not strictly incremen-tal as commonly assumed. The Cf list may beconstructed incrementally but the �nal ranking isdetermined only after the sentence is complete.To wrap up, in this section we looked at threevery di�erent languages, namely English, ModernGreek and Japanese and we concluded that in allthree languages the surface order of tensed ad-junct clauses (tensed subordinate clauses in ourterminology) relevant to the main clause does nota�ect the topic structure of the discourse. Weentertained the hypothesis that the surface or-der of clauses is determined by information struc-ture needs so that the information is appropriatelyarranged with respect to the current discoursemodel of the hearer (e.g old-new). The distinc-tion between information and salience structureis often blurred by the inevitable overlap betweeninformation status and salience as topics them-selves tend to be discourse old. Obviously, more

work is needed in order to determine the natureof the interaction between discourse salience andinformation structure. However, we showed thatthere is a signi�cant gain in better understandingdiscourse structure by keeping the two processesdistinct.5 Centering in Modern GreekThe text used in this study is a Modern Greeknovel titled I won't do this favor for you by C. A.Chomenidis, a young Greek novelist. Its lengthamounts to 6,000 words and was chosen for itsrichness in pronominal tokens (393 in total ex-cluding epithets).5.1 Establishing the Cf rankingTo establish the Cf ranking in MG we use Ram-bow (1993)'s diagnostic. We show that in MG, asin Turkish (Turan (1998)) surface word order doesnot contribute to the Cf ranking. The relevant in-dicator of salience in the Cf list is subjecthood.Consider examples (22) and (23). Note that thenull pronominal in (22b) and (23b) resolves to thesubject irrespective of its surface position. Gen-der and lexical considerations are controlled. Botheconomical policy and arrangement are feminineand they can both be inadequate.(22) a. Ithe prosfatirecent diefthetisi-iarrangement thawillveltiosiimprove tinthe ikonomikieconomic politiki-j?policy?'Will the recent arrangement improvethe economic policy?'b. Ohi,No, (null-i)(it) ineis aneparkis.inadequate.'No, it is inadequate.'(23) a. Tinthe ikonomikieconomic politiki-jpolicy thawill ti-jCL-itveltiosiimprove ithe prosfatirecent diefthetisi-i?arrangement?'Will the recent arrangement improvethe economic policy?'b. Ohi,No, (null-i)(it) ineis aneparkis.inadequate.'No, it is inadequate.'The examples above indicate that in MG sub-jects rank higher than non-subjects. Also, in MG,as in Turkish, a strong pronominal or a full NPmust be used if the object of Ui-1 gets promoted tothe subject position of Ui. We take this a furtherevidence that objects rank lower than subjects.The following example demonstrates the point:(24) Othe Yannis-iJohn proskaleseinvited tonthe Yorgo-j.Yorgo.



'John invited George.'a. null-ihe tu-jhim prosfereo�ered enaa poto.drink.'He-i o�ered him-j a drink.'b. #null-jhe #tu-ihim prosfereo�ered enaa poto.drink.'He-j o�ered him-i a drink.'c. Othe YorgosGeorge tu-ihim prosfereo�ered enaa poto.drink.'George o�ered him-i a drink.'d. Ekinos-jhe-strong tu-ihim prosfereo�ered enaa poto.drink.'HE-j o�ered him-i a drink/'5.2 TransitionsWe follow the standard Centering transitions asde�ned in section 2 with the following modi�-cation. In cases of Cb(Ui-1)=none and Cp(Ui-1)=Cp(Ui) we coded the transition as Continueto reect the intuition that when no Cb can beidenti�ed at a discourse medial Ui-1 but the Cpof Ui-1 equals the Cp of Ui the transition in ques-tion is highly coherent. The Cp in Ui-1 establishesa new center and then in the following Ui the tran-sition keeps the same center in the privilleged Cpposition. Also, note that, unlike other Center-ing studies, we chose not to pre-segment the text.This decision was made in order to avoid arbitrari-ness given that the notion of segment is not wellunderstood and consequently not clearly de�nedin the Centering literature.5.3 AnnotationA total of 474 units, as de�ned here, were codedand for every two consecutive utterances thetransitions were calculated. In each unit theelements of the Cf list were coded as shown inTable 4.CODE GLOSSnull null pronominal (subject)weak weak pronominalposs weak possessivenull-Q quanti�ed inde�nite phraseis realized as null pronominalweak-Q quanti�ed inde�nite phraseis realized as weak pronominalfull full noun phrasestrong strong pronominalfull/strong-poss possesive with full NPor emphatic anaphoric elementepithet epithetTable 4: Codes and glosses

5.4 ResultsTable 5 shows the distribution of form selectionover Centering transitions. As expected, null andweak forms predominate in continue transitions.C R S-S R-Snull 207 22 51 22weak 21 2 4 4poss 23 2 5 5total 251 26 60 31full 2 12 3 57strong(+poss) 9 3 5 8epithet 1 1 1 4total 12 16 9 69Table 5: Transitions over non-segmented textHowever, note that the number of Rough-Shiftswith weak forms is surprisingly high. Table 6shows the distribution of Rough-Shifts in detail.focus pops 19Ui-1 overt argument missing 2two character scenes 3other 6Table 6: Classi�cation of Rough-ShiftsAs 'focus-pops' we classi�ed instances ofRough-Shifts at the boundaries of switching modeof writing from dialogue to narrative and vice-versa and at the boundaries of parenthetic setting-descriptions. Recall that the text was not pre-segmented. These results provide support for thekind of focus-pop theory developed by Grosz andSidner (1986). We will not discuss this result anyfurther as it is not central to the concerns of thispaper.Another interesting result is the distribution ofstrong pronominals: the number of Continue tran-sitions is surprisingly high. In fact, the di�erencein the distribution of Continue and Rough-Shifttransitions is insigni�cant. In Table 7 we haveclassi�ed the instances of strong pronominals as-sociated with continue transitions.poset relative emphasis otherstrong 6 1 1 1Table 7: Strong pronouns and Continue transi-tionsUnder 'poset', partially ordered set, we haveclassi�ed instances where the relevant entitiesstand in what is commonly described as a 'con-trast' relationship to some other entity in the dis-course. Here, we follow Prince (1981) who arguesthat 'contrast' is not a primitive notion. A 'con-trast' relation arises 'when alternate members ofsome salient set are evoked and, most importantly,



when there is felt to be a salient opposition ofwhat is predicated of them.' (Prince (1998)).Although the number of strong pronominals issmall to draw any de�nitive conclusions with re-gard to the use of strong pronominals, Table 7indicates that, at least in Modern Greek, one ofthe uses of strong pronominals is to signify thistype of contrast. Examples (25)-(26) demonstratethe point where in its context, the propositionalopposition is between them thinking that she wassu�ering when she was actually experiencing plea-sure from killing without being caught. A similarcontrast is demonstrated in the discourse (10)-(13) given in section 4. 5(25) keand agonizondanwere-trying-they nasubjun-prt memeparigorisun.console-they'and they were trying to consoleme.(SMOOTH-SHIFT)'(26) Omoshowever egoI ihahad epitelus�nally vrifound tonthe eaftoselfmu...my...'However, I had found myself... (CON-TINUE)'5Dimitriadis (1996) argues that strong pronominals inMG , categorically, indicate that the antecedent is NOTthe Cp of the previous utterance. For reasons of space wecannot go into the details of his analysis here but we willpoint out that there is ample evidence that strong pronom-inals do, in fact, pick the Cp of the previous utterance astheir antecedent precisely in the cases identi�ed here. Thefollowing example, taken from a Greek newspaper on line(Eleftherotipia 10/3/2000) clearly shows that Dimitriadis'sclaim overlooks the contrastive function of strong pronom-inals.(1) Tothe idiosame kanidoes keand ithe N.D-i.N.D.'N.D.-i (our note: Greek opposition political party)do the same.(2) Null-inull gnoriziknows allabut dennot null-isay. lei.'They-i (literally, she-i) know but they-i don't say.'(3) AoristosVaguely null-inull iposhetepromises otithat afti-ishe thawill diahiristimanagekaliterabetter tinthe metaafter ONEONE epohiera mewith tothe epihirimaargumentotithat null-inull ineis tothe kat'pre exohindominately evropaikoEuropeankomma.party.'They-i vaguely promise that THEY (our note: con-trasting governing party) will manage the afterONE (European Currency Uni�cation) era with theargument that they are the predominantly Euro-pean political party'

Turning to the remaining categories of Table7, in the case of relative clauses, the use of astrong pronominal is obligatory and dictated bythe grammar of the language. The emphatic in-stance is also controlled by the grammar. In thiscase, the strong form appears after the phrase 'uteke' (not even) which is necessarily followed by ei-ther a full NP or a strong pronominal.We can now turn to Di Eugenio (1998)'s mo-tivation for treating tensed adjunct clauses as in-dependent update units. We repeat the relevantexample for convenience:(27) Prima che i pigroni-i siano seduti a tavolaa far colazione,'Before the lazy ones-i sit down to havebreakfast,'(28) lei-j e via col suo-j calessino alle altrecascine della tenuta.'she-j has left with her-j buggy for theother farmhouses on the property.'The example above is simply another instanceof using a strong pronominal to contrast thesalient entity with some other entity in the dis-course. It is plausible that in Italian, like in MG,the strong pronominal is not used to signify aRough-Shift but to contrast 'she' the salient en-tity in (28) with the 'lazy ones', in (27). That thesalient entity in the previous discourse is the 'vic-ina' is also veri�ed by the immediately precedingdiscourse, shown in (29)-(31). 6(29) NULL-j e' una donna non solo graziosa maanche energica e dotata di spirito pratico;'and not only is she-j pretty but also en-ergetic and endowed with a pragmaticspirit;'(30) NULL-j e la combinazione di tutto cio' e',a dir poco, e�cace.'and the combination of all these qualitiesis e�ective, to say the least.'(31) NULL-j si alza all'alba per sovrintenderea che si dia da mangiare alle bestie, si fac-cia il burro, si mandi via il latte che deveessere venduto; una quantita' di cose fattementre il piu' della gente se la dorme dellagrossa,'she gets up at dawn to supervise thatthe cows are fed, that the butter is made,that the milk to be sold is sent away; alot of things done while most people sleepsoundly '6Many thanks to Barbara Di Eugenio (personal commu-nication) for providing me with the extra data in (29)-(31)



6 The signi�cance of the update unitin NLP applicationsIn this section we will briey discuss some moreevidence coming from an educational application,namely automated writing evaluation, and o�ersome pointers of the usefulness of the salience up-date unit to coreference based text summariza-tion.In Miltsakaki and Kukich (2000a) we show thata metric of text incoherence based on the pro-portion of Rough-Shifts to the total amount ofrealized transitions improves the performance ofe-rater (Burstein et al. (1998b), Burstein et al.(1998a)), an automated essay scoring system de-veloped at ETS. The results were statisticallysigni�cant and the proposed algorithm was per-formed on a total of 100 student essays . For asmall amount of essays we constructed a question-naire for writing experts and asked them to give ustheir evaluation of those essays, isolating essay co-herence from the other factors that a�ect the �nalscore of an essay. Their evaluation was consistentwith our coherence score when transitions wereidenti�ed and marked according to the de�nitionof the updated unit proposed here. While therewere cases where the number of Rough-Shifts didnot increase due to splitting main clauses fromtensed subordinate clauses (because the same Cbcarried over to the subordinate clause) in caseswhere it mattered (when di�erent entities wereevoked in subordinate clauses) treating subordi-nate clauses as independent units produced co-herence scores that conicted with the evaluationof the experts. Due to the small number of es-says evaluated by human experts speci�cally forcoherence, we do not have quanti�ed results toreport. However, the compatibility of the Rough-Shift metric with the corresponding human eval-uation of incoherence remains impressive despitethe small sample.In text summarization, various researchers uti-lize coreference chains for automated summariza-tion. Azzam et al. (1999)'s approach is basedon the intuition that texts are about some cen-tral entity or entities which can be viewed as thetopic of the discourse. They �rst build coreferencechains. Then, sentence selection (for inclusion inthe summary) is done on the basis of criteria re-lating to the length, spread and start of chain.Baldwin and Morton (1998) develop a system forconstructing summaries of documents containinginformation relevant to a query. In their system,coreference relations, including pronominal reso-lution, are identi�ed between the query and thedocument under consideration. Sentence selec-tion is decided upon a scoring system which as-signs scores based on various relations of the coref-

erence chains and various elements of the queryand the document in question. Morton (1999)utilizes coreference chains to retrieve answers touser-made queries. The task for his system is toidentify and retrieve the text that contains the an-swer to the query. Coreference chains are �rst con-structed in single documents so that the discoursecontext where these entities appear is not over-looked. To improve the relevance of the summaryand also to control its length all of the above sys-tems implement additional mechanisms: a)focuschains, (b)exclusion of various structures such asprepositional phrases, relative clauses etc, andc)models for determining salience, respectively).We suggest that such additional mechanisms maybe dispensed with if coreference chains are builtonly for the most salient entities. Furthermore,sentence selection can be restrained by the sta-tus of the clause where topics appear, thus givingpreference to main clauses.7 ConclusionThis paper presented empirical evidence for thelocation of topics in text processing. We discussedour motivation for keeping information structuredistinct from salience structure and hypothesizedthat surface clause order phenomena can be ac-counted for by a better understanding of infor-mation packaging strategies. Viewing topic struc-ture as a distinct phenomenon helps us draw aclearer picture and achieve a better understand-ing of how topics and topic shifts are identi�edin text processing. For an automated system oftopic tracking it is crucial that we know whereto look for potential topics. Using key conceptsfrom the Centering Model of local discourse coher-ence and empirical �ndings from Modern Greekand Japanese we de�ned the relevant update unitas the traditional sentence, elaborating on issuesconcerning the status of subordinate clauses. Thislarger unit, in combination with the Centering no-tions of Cb and Cp better reects the way we per-ceive topic transitions in natural discourse and, atthe same time, it simpli�es considerably the jobof automated topic tracking systems. A challeng-ing research direction in modelling topic struc-ture would involve a better understanding of a)thesalience status of events and possibly other nonentity-like topics and b)how topic structure ingeneral interacts with other aspects of text pro-cessing such as information packaging, rhetoricalrelations and intentional structure. We leave thisfor future work.ReferencesS. Azzam, K. Humphreys, and R. Gaizauskas.1999. Using coreference chains for text sum-
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